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HIGH EFFICIENCY BOILERS

HITZE GROUP OF COMPANIES
# 45 - B, II Phase, Industrial Area, Pannary, Bangalore - 560 058 India.
52 & 53, MEGS Industrial Area, Kunigal572130 Tumkur Dist, Karnataka
Tel: 080-2739 6910, 2372 2281, 2372 1143  e-mail: info@hitze.in
Web: www.hitze.in
HITZE was founded in 1980 by like minded engineers to provide heat transfer solutions to the industry. The company manufactures boilers certified by Director of Boilers, adhering to IBR & incorporates the latest manufacturing technologies to provide quality products with higher efficiency at an economical & affordable cost.

The manufacturing facility encompasses 50,000 sqft with a covered shed of 30,000 sqft housing the latest automatic welding machine (SAW), rolling, drilling machines & pressure testing stations along with skilled manpower abreast with the latest manufacturing processes.

**TITAN - Horizontal Packaged Boilers**
These are compact skid mounted boilers with an internal furnace, output ranging from 500 - 6000 kgs/hr with a wide range of application. These boilers come in a variety of designs for added efficiency & affordability.

**Features**
- Max working pressure - 10.54 - 17.54 kg/cm²
- Models - 500 - 6000 kgs/hr
- Compact sturdy construction
- 2 pass, 3 pass dry back & wet back available
- Ease of installation & maintenance
- Multifuel application

**NANO - Small Industrial Boilers**
NANO’s are IBR certified boilers with relaxed regulations introduced to replace the so called baby boilers which are being manufactured without any regulations. These boilers are more user friendly reducing cumbersome procedures for manufacturing & licensing. The volumetric capacity is limited to 500 ltrs & therefore the largest model available is 400 kgs/hr.

**Features**
- Max working pressure - 7.031 kg/cm²
- Models - 100 - 400 kgs/hr
- Ease of operation & maintenance
- Compact design, occupies less space
- Multi fuel application
- Single & 2 pass models available
- Available in horizontal & vertical models
- Does not require a certified operator

Note: Additional accessories like PPH, economiser, AWL, AP, WPH, dust collector, chimney etc are available on request.